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How to use CHEMSET Opaque Colour Pastes 

CHEMSET Opaque Colour Pastes are neither resins nor hardeners; they’re just colour.  They are added to 
resin to create an opaque coloured appearance. By opaque we mean they are a solid colour that you can’t 
see through. 
 
The Opaque Colour Pastes can be mixed with each other to obtain numerous colour combinations; you 
don’t have to just use them as they are supplied.  You should always mix up your colour before adding it to 
the resin.  When mixing colours make up enough colour paste to complete the whole of your work as 
repeating the colour match for a second batch is almost impossible to do afterwards. 
 
Once you have got your colour right you need to add this to the resin component.  The amount of colour 
paste added must not exceed 5% of the total resin weight.  For example, if you had 20g of resin the 
maximum amount of colour you should add would be 1g making a total of 21g of the resin component.   If 
you add colour paste in this way you will avoid the risk of upsetting the mixing ratio or having the mixture 
gel before the colour has been added.  Never add the colour pastes to the hardener component. 
 
The next step is to add hardener to the coloured resin.  This is done at the usual mixing ratio: 2 parts of 
coloured resin to 1 part of hardener by weight.  In the above example you would need to add 10½g 
hardener. 
 
The Opaque Colour Pastes can be added to:  
 ES 8102 Standard Resin 

ES 8103 Low Viscosity Resin 
ES 8106 Hard Resin 
ES 8115 Flexible Resin 
ES 8119 Eco Resin 
ES 8124 Thixotropic Resin 

 
For information about how to add colour pastes to the CHEMSET EZ 7401 Hobby Resin please refer to the 
Hobby Resin Guidance Notes. 


